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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Recent advances in computer vision analysis have led to a debate
about the kinds of conclusions artificial intelligence (AI) should
make about people based on their faces. Some scholars have argued for supposedly “common sense” facial inferences that can
be reliably drawn from faces using AI. Other scholars have raised
concerns about an automated version of “physiognomic practices”
that facial analysis AI could entail. We contribute to this multidisciplinary discussion by exploring how individuals with AI competence and laypeople evaluate facial analysis AI inference-making.
Ethical considerations of both groups should inform the design
of ethical computer vision AI. In a two-scenario vignette study,
we explore how ethical evaluations of both groups differ across
a low-stake advertisement and a high-stake hiring context. Next
to a statistical analysis of AI inference ratings, we apply a mixed
methods approach to evaluate the justification themes identified
by a qualitative content analysis of participants’ 2768 justifications.
We find that people with AI competence (N=122) and laypeople
(N=122; validation N=102) share many ethical perceptions about
facial analysis AI. The application context has an effect on how AI
inference-making from faces is perceived. While differences in AI
competence did not have an effect on inference ratings, specific differences were observable for the ethical justifications. A validation
laypeople dataset confirms these results. Our work offers a participatory AI ethics approach to the ongoing policy discussions on the
normative dimensions and implications of computer vision AI. Our
research seeks to inform, challenge, and complement conceptual
and theoretical perspectives on computer vision AI ethics.

• Social and professional topics → Computing / technology
policy; • Applied computing → Law, social and behavioral sciences; • Security and privacy → Human and societal aspects of
security and privacy; Social aspects of security and privacy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Companies and research institutes increasingly produce and release
artificial intelligence (AI) applications that draw conclusions about
individuals from human faces [22, 33, 34]. One task of such facial
processing technologies is facial analysis (hereafter called facial
analysis AI ), which classifies facial characteristics as demographic
or physical traits [82] and even personality traits from portrait
images. Driven by scientific advances in the areas of face-based
inferences on intelligence, trustworthiness, likability and other
personality traits [1, 5, 98], as well as sexual orientation [63, 96],
such AI products find application in various domains including
human resources and advertising. In response, a community of
critical data scientists has raised ethical concerns regarding the
development of such facial analysis AI [e.g., 24, 69, 70, 81, 85].
In policy-making, researchers from various disciplines have argued that the veracity of inferences from faces is not significant
enough to counterbalance negative consequences [10], and have
pointed out the unreliability of human inferences from faces, such
as trustworthiness or intelligence [94, 95]. Others have highlighted
the variability and context-dependency of emotions depicted in
pictures and videos showing faces [6]. Members of the European
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Parliament recently called “for a ban on the use of private facial
recognition databases” [32]. Moreover, serious misclassifications
have been uncovered in commercial gender detection tools [12]
and job candidate selection software [80, 90]. Nonetheless, many
industry actors see an enormous market potential – the AI emotion
recognition industry alone is predicted to become worth multiple
billion dollars in the coming years [23].
Fundamental questions are how to draw a line between ethically
permissible and impermissible AI facial inferences as well as who
should be involved in making these decisions. These two questions
are central to understand how AI systems and their regulatory
frameworks can be developed in a socially-sustainable manner.
We contribute to this research debate by exploring how laypeople
and individuals with AI competence evaluate facial analysis AI
inference-making. We believe that both groups, potential future
designers of AI systems and subjects of facial analysis AI, should
play a more critical role in the development of ethical computer
vision AI.
Prior work has illustrated that the general population (i.e., laypeople) may be aware that facial analysis AI applications exist but that
it has little knowledge of their technological characteristics [14].
Mainstream media and science fiction contribute to the propagation
of AI narratives that create unrealistic expectations of AI capabilities [13–15, 17, 20, 35, 43], and pay little attention to their feasibility
[66]. Hopes and fears are part of AI narratives [17] and although
some argue that current perceptions are skewed or extreme [15]
such perceptions can influence the acceptance and adoption of AI
systems by the general public [13, 15, 17, 35, 43, 66]. How popular
narratives on technology, including the role of AI, can influence
the imagination of future societies has, for instance, been explored
using research through design and narrative analysis [e.g., 16, 44].
It has become increasingly clear that challenges arising from
AI systems do not have purely technical solutions. For example,
the decision to use one fairness metric over another requires value
judgments that cannot be solved by formalistic approaches. Normative decisions always attract support, skepticism or rejection
by different groups in society. Achieving consensus on topics such
as “algorithmic fairness will be difficult unless we understand why
people disagree in the first place” [77, p.1]. In the context of facial
analysis AI, we believe it is important to understand how individuals with AI competence perceive AI inference-making and how
their perception differs from the perception of AI inference-making
by laypeople. Overall, we ask the following research question:
How do ethical justifications of AI inference-making from faces
differ between individuals with AI competence and laypeople?
We build this research on our prior work in which we explored a
conceptualization of reasonable inference [30] and asked laypeople
how they evaluate such inferences [31]. In this study, we extend this
work and compare evaluations of AI inference-making of laypeople
with those of individuals with AI competence. We first survey researchers and students studying AI or computer vision AI (N=122)
for our sample of “individuals with AI competence”. We then compare their ratings and open-text justifications to a laypeople dataset
(N=122). Furthermore, we analyze whether a range of demographic
factors correlates with differences in the ethical evaluation of AI
inference-making from portrait pictures. We confirm the results
using a validation laypeople dataset.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Research on AI inferences of social
constructs and character traits from faces
Many companies have developed facial analysis products used for
market research, customer targeting, health care or education. For
instance, Face++ sells services that infer “face related attributes
including age, gender, smile intensity, [...] emotion, beauty” [33].
EmoVu [29] and FaceReader by Noldus perform facial expression
analysis and infer, amongst others, personal characteristics and the
six basic emotions [28] “happy, sad, angry, surprised, scared, and
disgusted” [73]. Betaface and SkyBiometry classify glasses, beard,
mustache, mood, or ethnicity [8, 9]. Faception claims to be able to
identify people with high IQ [34].
The foundation for these analyses stems from research on inferences from human faces by humans. Research in evolutionary
anthropology and psychology presents findings that humans “cannot help” but form first facial impressions despite their proven
inaccuracy [10, 27, 74, 92, 93]. In the past, organizational and institutional physiognomic practices relied on making inferences
about character traits from visual appearance [25, 39, 82, 88, 89].
Well-known for their contributions to physiognomy, Francis Galton,
Caspar Lavatar or Cesare Lombroso, amongst others, developed
taxonomies of character interpretations and corresponding facial
configurations (see [92] for physiognomy’s history). Today, a line
of research persists that advocates the accuracy of first facial impressions [47, 54, 71, 76]. Research in computer vision datasets,
algorithms, and models is clearly aware of this line of research.
Projects in computer vision AI have asserted to successfully infer sexual [63, 96] and political orientation [57, 97] or emotion
intensity and emotion expression [7, 26] based on people’s faces
in images. Others claim to be able to infer a variety of latent traits
in personality assessment, such as trustworthiness [98] or the big
5 personality traits [18, 36–38, 64, 78, 86, 87] from profile images.
However, considerable evidence suggests that first facial impressions do not surpass a “kernel of truth” [10, 74, 75, 92, 93, 95].
Researchers in the field of critical data science highlight ethical
concerns arising from classifying individuals with AI on the basis
of their facial appearance. Image-based inferences about people can
only represent visibly apparent factors of an inferred concept [42].
However, as such inferences are used today, they may be based on
bold or questionable semiotic assumptions when predicting intentions, aims, and capabilities or characters of individuals based on
their facial characteristics found in portrait images [25, 52]. Judgments of this kind are epistemologically unreliable [30, 90]. Some
researchers have argued that such systems are morally objectionable because they treat individuals as categorized objects [42, 53],
and others have proposed to abolish physiognomic AI [90].

2.2

Does knowledge of AI correlate with ethical
perceptions of AI?

While prior research has investigated users’ perceptions of AI-based
systems, only a handful of research studies exist that investigate
experts’ ethical perceptions of AI systems [49, 77, 100]. Here, measuring AI knowledge has proven to be difficult. Approaches vary
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from attempts to identify actual AI knowledge over the recruitment of specific subject pools to measures involving programming
and numeracy skills (see Appendix A.1 for an overview). Another
difficulty in comparing the studies arises from the diversity of application contexts and the diversity of AI systems, e.g., “automated
decision-making by AI” [3], “expert systems” [50], “algorithms” [65],
“artificial intelligence” [99] , or “algorithmic decision-making” [49].
Some positive associations were observed: Araujo et al. [3] found
that both higher levels of education and technical knowledge, including AI knowledge, have a positive association with perceived
usefulness, but no significant association with perceived risk of
AI decision-making. Higher technical knowledge levels show a
positive association with AI fairness perceptions. Similarly, Kaufmann [50] reported that teachers with knowledge on expert systems
perceive higher utility of advice from these systems compared to
teachers lacking such knowledge; there was no relation between
numeracy and acceptance of algorithmic advice. Logg et al. [65]
found that less numerate people appreciate advice from algorithms
less in the context of forecasting and estimation tasks.
In contrast, Zerfass et al. [99] found that AI expertise and perceptions on AI adoption were not related. Lee and Baykal [62]
found that greater levels of computer programming knowledge
decreased the perceived fairness of algorithmic decisions in the
context of dividing household chores. The authors assumed that
participants with higher levels of knowledge were either confronted
with unexpected algorithmic decision-making results and/or had
greater knowledge about the limitations of such systems. Generally, discussion-based decision outcomes were perceived as fairer
than outcomes produced by algorithms. Audio-recorded interviews
highlighted the importance of participation in decision-making
– i.e., the ability to choose and to agree or disagree – as well as
enhanced social transparency of decision outcomes via discussion
of the perceptions of whether an outcome was fair or not. Logg
et al. [65] observed that greater familiarity with algorithms led to
less acceptance of advice from automated forecasting tasks.
Zhang et al. [100] found AI researchers to favor a prioritization of research on AI safety, to support pre-publication reviews to
evaluate potential harms, to strongly disagree with AI research on
lethal autonomous weapons, and, finally, to highly trust scientific
and international organizations in shaping the development of AI
applications for the public interest. Across three different scenarios
(dynamically-priced premium of car insurance, re-routing of flight
passengers, automatic loan allocation), Kasinidou et al. [49] did
not find students’ AI knowledge to influence ethical perceptions of
AI. Instead, individual differences were observed between undergraduate and postgraduate participants. For the context of criminal
justice, undergraduate computer science students changed their perceptions of algorithmic fairness after one discussion-intensive class
[77]: After the intervention, students preferred adding the gender
feature to the algorithms, which may be explained by weaknesses
of the concept “fairness through blindness”. They also preferred
algorithms, as opposed to human judges, and favored algorithmic
transparency as a general principle. However, consensus did not
increase. Rather, opinions were more varied regarding some topics.
The literature reviewed above reveals mixed results regarding
the influence of AI knowledge on AI perception. The present study
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contributes to this line of research by comparing how ethical perceptions of facial analysis in two different contexts vary between
laypeople and individuals with AI competence.

3 STUDY PROCEDURE AND METHODS
3.1 Recruitment process and participants
We recruited 346 survey participants across three samples, one
of which served validation purposes. We sampled AI-competent
individuals at the end of 2021 and beginning of 2022 (N=122, female=27.05%, male=69.67%, other=3.28%). We targeted graduate and
PhD students focusing on AI at two large European universities and
one large European research institute via social media and news
channels of computer science and data science study programs. We
describe the exact filtering criteria to determine AI competence in
Section 3.3 (and provide further data such as course experience in
Appendix A.3.4). Each participant was compensated with a fixed
payment of 5€. The mean duration was 16.31 minutes (min: 6.50,
max: 32.25). The age distribution was: 46.72% with age 18-24, 49.18%
with age 25-34, 2.46% with age 35-44, 0.82% with age 45-54, and
0.82% with age 55 or above (see Appendix A.4 for data cleaning).
We collected a laypeople sample at the end of 2019 and at the
beginning of 2020 via Amazon Mechanical Turk (MT) in the course
of another study [31]. Participation was limited to those registered
in the United States. We produced a final sample of 3102 participants. For the present study, we randomly selected 122 laypeople
(female=46.09%, male=48.36%, other=0%) from all participants who
indicated to have either very little or novice AI knowledge (46.09%
of the entire dataset). The mean duration was 9.98 minutes (min:
3.87, max: 25.08). The age distribution was: 8.20% with age 18-24,
36.07% with age 25-34, 23.77% with age 35-44, 13.93% with age 45-54,
9.02% with age 55-65, and 9.02% with age 65 or above.
We collected a validation laypeople sample in June of 2022 in a
second semester undergraduate lecture at a large European university (N=102, female=18.63%, male=81.37%, other=0%). We excluded
respondents with high AI competence from the sample. The mean
duration was 21.88 minutes (min: 5.16, max: 37.4). We assume that
the higher average duration was due to the perceived complexity
of the AI knowledge quiz by participants who were not competent
in AI. 99.02% were aged between 18-24, 0.98% were aged between
25-34. Survey completion was incentivized by being part of a number of voluntary tasks to become eligible for a grade bonus on the
final exam. The validation dataset also allowed for a useful complementary comparison with the sample of AI-competent individuals
due to their shared similarities in demographic features (gender
balance, age and country of origin).
Our home institution does not require an ethics approval for
questionnaire-based online studies. All participants in the dataset
were informed about the procedure, the length and the basic premise
of the study, and gave consent to the use of the data for research
purposes. Participants could drop out at any point in the survey,
or could exit the survey if they did not agree with the use of their
data for research purposes. All analysis data was fully de-identified
and the privacy of all subjects was preserved at all times during the
study. The service used to collect the data guaranteed compliance
with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
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(GDPR). The compensation offered in the two paid studies was
above minimum wage.

3.2

Vignette study

Experimental vignette studies are a common instrument to study
people’s perceptions and judgments in a variety of hypothetical
scenarios [2, 4, 21, 40, 46, 55, 56, 68, 72]. The design of our factorial
vignette study is based on our prior work [31]. It consists of two
hypothetical decision scenarios: participants were either drawn
into a low-stake advertisement (AD) or a high-stake hiring (HR)
scenario. In both scenarios an AI system scans a portrait picture and
makes a variety of inferences about an individual. Based on these
and other inferences, in the AD context, a social media user will be
shown a particular advertisement. In the HR context, an applicant
will either be selected or rejected for a job position (see Figure
1 in Appendix A.2). Participants then rated on a 7-point Likert
scale their level of agreement or disagreement (1 = “strongly agree”,
7 = “strongly disagree”) with eight distinct AI-made inferences
from a portrait picture, drawn for the above described purpose of
the application context: gender, emotion expression, wearing glasses
and skin color, intelligent, trustworthy, assertive, and likable. These
ratings are hereafter called inference ratings. After each inference
rating and before proceeding to the next inference, participants
were asked to justify their rating in one to two sentences.

3.3

Measuring AI competence

We developed an AI knowledge test with a total of nine questions.
Four of them were directed at computer vision, out of which three
were based on the computer vision textbook by Chollet [19]. The
other six questions were based on an instrument designed to assess
student’s AI and machine learning knowledge by Rodríguez-García
et al. [83]. Here, we adjusted questions for the purpose of this study
and removed some items (see Appendix A.3). The AI knowledge
test was first discussed with three researchers and the resulting
feedback was implemented. The scale was evaluated via a pre-study
with three participants, who had varying AI knowledge levels. The
pre-study additionally included one question on the difficulty of
each item. The pre-study illustrated that the AI knowledge test has
easy, moderate and difficult questions, and was able to map out a
variety of AI knowledge levels.

3.4

Mixed method analysis strategy

All analyses were performed in R and Python.
3.4.1 Content-structuring qualitative content analysis. The design
of our research study followed an embedded design, which we
analyzed using mixed methods by integrating qualitative and quantitative data [61, 79]. To analyze the application of justification
themes, we applied content-structuring qualitative content analysis and developed a detailed category scheme to map justification
patterns within the responses by participants [60, 61, 67, 79, 101].
First, one researcher labeled 15% of the two main datasets and formulated 57 detailed categories, which were discussed with a second
researcher and grouped into 21 super-ordinate categories. Second,
both researchers independently applied this category scheme to
10% [79] of both datasets using the instructions documented in the
code book in Appendix C. The inter-coder reliability was above

Krippendorff’s 𝛼 ≥ 0.8 for each of the inferences [59]. Differences
were discussed with a third researcher. No further categories were
included. Finally, one researcher labeled the entire dataset using
the final category scheme. The coding occurred at the word level.
This meant that as little as one word up to the entire answer could
be assigned a code. Three researchers labeled the validation dataset
applying the previously developed category scheme. They achieved
Krippendorff’s 𝛼 ≥ 0.7 for each of the inferences. Differences were
discussed and resolved among the three researchers.
3.4.2 Frequency and co-occurrence analysis of justification themes.
We analyzed the justification themes using co-occurrence and frequency analysis. We compared the results for subgroups of the sample, e.g., AI-competent vs. laypeople, AD vs. HR context. First, the
frequencies of the individual themes were analyzed independently
of the co-occurrence with other themes. Second, the frequencies
of all unique theme pairs, e.g., the likelihood of two themes being
mentioned in combination with each other, were explored.
3.4.3 Factor analysis, Welch two-sample t-test and analysis of variances. To analyze subjects’ ratings, we performed an exploratory
factor analysis with orthogonal rotation (varimax), minres factor
extraction and regression factor estimation for all three samples.
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure verified the sampling adequacy
for the analysis [45, 48] and Barlett’s test of sphericity indicated that
the correlations between items were sufficiently large. For all samples, parallel analysis, BIC, the Velicer MAP and the Kaiser criterion,
amongst other tests, suggested retaining two factors (see Appendix
B.2 for details). Furthermore, Welch two-sample t-tests and analysis of variances (ANOVA) were computed to directly compare the
inference ratings.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Inference ratings show no significant
differences between AI-competent and
laypeople.
4.1.1 Welch two-sample t-test results. Comparing the inference
ratings of the two main samples, none of the Bonferroni-corrected
Welch two-sample t-tests shows significant group differences (see
Figure 1 and Appendix B.1). A robustness check of the results using
Yuen’s test for trimmed means confirms that there are no significant
group differences. The validation laypeople dataset validates the
absence of group differences for all inference ratings except for the
inference wearing glasses (pBonf. =.04) in the AD context.
4.1.2 Exploratory factor analyses suggest all samples perceive the
same two constructs underlying the eight inferences. Exploratory factor analyses produced the same structure of factor loadings, i.e. two
factors, for all three samples. The first factor included the inferences
intelligent, trustworthy, assertive and likable, which will be referred
to as character and personality traits in the following. The second
factor included the inferences gender, emotion expression, wearing
glasses and skin color, which will be referred to as social constructs
and features. Although prior tests (see Appendix B.2) proved the
data to be appropriate, some factor loadings did not exceed 0.6 [41],
and some of the items (e.g., gender) loaded on two factors [91].
We assume that this is due to our rather small sample sizes [41].
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Figure 1: Mean inference ratings in AD vs. HR context by sample. Means of inference ratings for each inference by context and
sample show that the AI-competent and laypeople (MT) largely agree in their ratings of facial AI inferences. Rating score 1:
“strongly agree”, rating score 7: “strongly disagree”.
Next, we performed robustness checks by repeating the analysis on
random sub-samples of 85% of the datasets. The robustness checks
validated the findings. These results replicated findings with a large
sample in [31]. The observations also confirmed the results from
the Welch two-sample t-test: participants in both samples gave
similar agreement-disagreement ratings to each of the inferences.

4.2

AI-competent and laypeople apply similar
levels of complexity to their justifications.

To understand how AI-competent and laypeople justified their
inference ratings, we first performed a complexity analysis of the
open-text justifications. The analyzed justifications consisted of as
little as one word up to a few sentences. Depending on the number
of arguments embedded in the justification, we assigned a varying
amount of themes during the labeling process. For instance, one
participant gave the inference likable the rating “strongly disagree”
and explained that one “absolutely can’t tell if someone is likable
because of the way they look. It’s actually insulting and misleading
and unfair to do that.” This justification was labeled with the two
themes “not sufficient/ good evidence (data) for task”, and “bias/
stereotypes/ discrimination”. We refer to justifications of this type as
two-theme justifications. The use of fewer arguments could indicate
that participants have a clear opinion regarding an inference. The
use of more themes could indicate a more diverse and complex
spectrum of viewpoints regarding an inference.
The analysis (Table 1) shows slight differences in the complexity
of justifications by context and inference type. Subjects in the HR
context and additionally laypeople in the AD context, provided
somewhat more one-theme and less two-theme justifications when
justifying their ratings on character and personality trait inferences
than when justifying their ratings on construct and feature inferences. This suggests that evaluations were somewhat clearer for
inferences on character or personality traits. In contrast, participants
discussed inferences on constructs and features more diversely.

Table 1: Complexity of subject’s justifications (in %)

Type

AI-competent
AD
HR

Inferences on constructs and features
One theme
66.7
64.3
Two themes
29.2
31.2
Three themes
3.8
4.5
Four themes
0.4
# open text answers *264
224

laypeople
AD HR

validation+
AD
HR

70.9
27
2
244

62.3
30.9
6.9
204

74.6
23.8
1.6
244

56.4
29.4
14.2
204

Inferences on character and personality traits
One theme
66.3
76.8 79.5 80.7 58.8 64.7
Two themes
28.8
19.2 19.3 18.4 32.4
25
Three themes
4.9
2.7
0.8
0.8
8.8 10.3
Four themes
# open text answers *264
224 244 244 204
204
* After cleaning of the data, more participants from the AI
competent sample happened to be in the AD than HR context.
+ More multi-theme justifications by the validation sample may
be explained by the longer survey duration.

4.3

Context matters: People agree more with AI
inferences in the AD than in the HR context.

We then turned our attention to the experimental variable context
(AD context vs. HR context) to understand whether and how it
influences ratings and justifications of participants.
4.3.1 People agree more with AI inference-making in the low-stake
AD context and less in the high-stake HR context. In all three samples,
subjects in the HR context showed significantly less agreement with
AI facial inferences than subjects in the AD context (AI-competent
(meanAD =3.90, meanHR =4.54): t Welch (99.08) =-3.35, p<.01, ĝHedges
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=-0.62, CI95% [-0.99,-0.25]; laypeople (meanAD =3.88, meanHR =4.54):
t Welch (118.09) =-3.91, p<.01, ĝHedges =-0.71, CI95% [-1.07,-0.34]; validation (meanAD =4.06, meanHR =4.71): t Welch (98.86) =-3.35, p<.01,
ĝHedges =-0.66, CI95% [-1.06,-0.26]). These results indicate that the
application context has an impact on participants’ evaluations.
4.3.2 The decision context is the most influential factor in participants’ ratings. We performed one six-way ANOVA for each of the
eight inferences to analyze the effect of context on the inference
rating while controlling for gender, age, education, country, and
sample. The variable sample included the AI-competent and laypeople (MT) sample. Using Pillai’s trace, ANOVAs with Bonferroni
corrections for the eight tests showed that only the variable context
had a statistically significant effect on inference ratings of gender
(p<.001), emotion expression (p=.015), wearing glasses (p<.001) and
skin color (p=.001). Bonferroni-corrected ANOVAs including the
AI-competent and validation laypeople dataset confirmed these
results, except for the inference emotion expression. We found no
other significant effect for any other variable (see Appendix B.3).
4.3.3 Perceptions on the relevance of ‘construct and feature’ inferences are mixed; in the HR context, laypeople perceive inferences
on ‘character and personality traits’ as relevant. The influence of
the decision context was particularly evident when participants
emphasized the “irrelevance” or “relevance” of construct and feature
inferences (see Figure 2, light and dark orange). Participants evaluated these inferences as more “relevant” in the AD context and
more “irrelevant” in the HR context. Similarly, participants used
the theme “inference (only) sometimes relevant” more frequently
in the HR context. This tendency was observed in all samples.
Both laypeople samples applied themes of “(ir)relevance” more
frequently than participants with AI competence. Surprisingly, this
was particularly the case for MTurk laypeople in the HR context for
inferences on character and personality traits (“relevant”: 15.7%, see
Figure 2 light orange). For instance, participants from this sample
justified that inferring intelligence “would give a hint as to how
[...] [applicants] would perform on the job” or that inferring trustworthiness “in the workplace can be important and it’s not wise to
have a dishonest person around”. For inferences on constructs and
features, laypeople underlined the “irrelevance” of the inferences
wearing glasses (26.2% of laypeople; 29.4% of validation laypeople)
and skin color (27.9%; 39.2%) in the HR context and the “relevance”
of the inferences wearing glasses (26.2%; 33.3%) and gender (26.2%;
29.4%) in the AD context. Some AI-competent subjects drawn into
the AD context agreed that the inferences wearing glasses (21.2%)
and gender (18.2%) are relevant to be inferred (see Appendix D.1).

4.4

Participants justify ratings on construct and
feature inferences with a wide variety of
themes; ratings on character and personality
inferences with “insufficient data” themes.

Next, we analyzed whether specific themes were of special importance when justifying inference ratings on constructs and features
or character and personality traits.
4.4.1 Ratings on ‘construct and feature’ inferences are explained by
a variety of justification themes. As depicted in Figure 2, all subjects

frequently applied themes highlighting “AI ability”, “sufficiency” of
the data, and – depending on the AD or HR context – the “relevance“
or “irrelevance” of an inference. AI-competent participants raised
somewhat more “ethical and discriminatory concerns”. Overall,
justifications included a substantial variety of justification themes.
4.4.2 Ratings on ‘character and personality trait’ inferences are predominately explained by the “insufficiency” of a profile picture as
evidence. The use of the “insufficiency” theme was particularly
prevalent for laypeople in the HR context (AI-competent: 37.5%,
laypeople: 56.7%; validation: 39.3%). Again, individuals with AI competence raised “ethical and discriminatory concerns” more often
than participants in both laypeople samples. Furthermore, participants made references to the “subjectivity” of the inference task.
4.4.3 Participants believe “AI can infer” whether a person is wearing
glasses on a portrait picture; they are skeptical about AI’s ability
to infer emotional expression. All three samples used the themes
“technical ability of AI”, “accurate and well working” models, and
“easy to infer” most frequently to justify ratings on the inference
wearing glasses. They applied the theme “can infer sometimes/
difficult in some situation” most often to justify ratings on emotion
expression and gender. For instance, one participant explained that
while “the majority of people can have a gender revealed through
just a picture, not everyone fits that mold.”
Some participants from both main samples believed that a “profile picture is good evidence” for the inferences wearing glasses and
emotion expression. At the same time, there were critical voices stating that a profile picture is not sufficient evidence to infer emotion
expression, e.g., “Emotion changes by the hour or minute. Can’t
make an inference based on that.” The validation dataset supported
these latter results.

4.5

Co-occurrence analysis: “AI (in)ability” and
data-related themes co-occur most often
with other themes.

We then analyzed the co-occurrence of themes with each other to
identify patterns in the use of multiple justification themes (see
Appendix D.2). We found that for inferences on constructs and
features, the AI-competent raised concerns but acknowledged AI
to be able to make certain inferences. Referring to inferences on
constructs and features, people with AI competence raised “ethical
and discriminatory concerns” in combination with almost all other
justification themes, however, most frequently in combinations with
themes on “AI ability” or the “sufficiency” of the profile picture as
evidence (see Figure 5a and 5b-1 in the Appendix). This relationship
reversed for justifications of ratings on character and personality
trait inferences. Here, “ethical and discriminatory concerns” were
most frequently brought forward in combination with themes on
the “insufficiency” of a profile picture as evidence (see Figure 5a
and 5b-3 in the Appendix).
For inferences on character and personality traits, laypeople often
paired comments on the “(in)sufficiency” or “(in)adequacy” of the
data with another theme. For constructs and features, a greater
variety of theme combinations was observed.
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Figure 2: Percentages of individual themes grouped by super-ordinate topic, by context, and by sample. Stacked bars add up to
100% and represent the total of individual themes used by the specific sample. Only percentages > 1% are labeled on the graph.
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Many inferences are based on questionable
norms or resemble social constructs and
societal stereotypes.

To understand participants’ most critical concerns, we finally focused on themes related to “ethical and discriminatory concerns”
and “AI inability” (see Figure 4 in the Appendix).
4.6.1 Individuals with AI competence perceive the inference likable
as subjective. More than laypeople, individuals with AI competence
and subjects from the validation sample described the inference
likable as “relative”, “based on sympathy”, and “subjective”, e.g.,
“Likability is a matter of perspective” and “depends on the observer.”
Comments also referred to other justification themes such as ethical
concerns, e.g., “Likability is a highly subjective measure and inherently biased. In addition, it is highly unethical to have such type of
decisions made by systems that are not capable of understanding
the impact of this decisions” [sic] or “Likeability itself is an ill defined thing, predicting it from just portraits is wrong”. Participants
did not consider any other inference as equally subjective as likable.
4.6.2 Some subjects state that inferences on ‘character and personality traits’ cannot be inferred. However, approximately half of
subjects highlight that the data is simply insufficient or inadequate.
A considerable amount of subjects from all samples stated that a
profile picture is “insufficient” data (26%-79% depending on inference, context, and sample) to infer character and personality traits.
For instance, subjects commented that “[n]o facial features indicate trust”, or that intelligence “is not quantifiable through visual
data”. At the same time, a minority (~15%) of the AI-competent,
a small percentage of laypeople, and many participants from the
validation dataset argued that AI cannot infer specific character
or personality traits. An AI-competent participant explained that
the “problem here is ill-posed”, there “is no general understanding”,
and “no clear” or “objective definition of intelligence that everyone
agrees with!” Given the lack of shared definitions, some asked “how
is this measured? How is it implemented during training?“, and
“What are the parameters for identifying someone as intelligent?”
These findings suggest that some participants evaluated inferences
such as intelligent and trustworthy as social conceptualizations that
require a common understanding before being used as inference in
facial analysis AI.
4.6.3 Participants with AI competence believe that stereotypical
judgments enable AI to draw ’character and personality traits’. Other
people with AI competence worried about “stereotypes” embedded
in the training data. They elaborated that, e.g., “a categorization
of intelligence based on looks seems to correlate features that are
not correlated” or that “the training data for trustworthiness depends on societal stereotypes and not actual trustworthyness” [sic].
Conversely, the existence of “stereotypes” was also used to argue
in favor of AI being able to make an inference. For instance, a participant explained that the inference likable “makes sense because
some people’s appearance is appealing to more people. But, this
inference can only be made on a statistical basis: Person is or is not
likable on average.” AI-competent participants stated justifications
in relation to “bias, stereotypes and discrimination” most frequently
when referring to the inferences trustworthy, assertive, and likable,

e.g., one participant commented that “it’s an unethical idea to give
ai systems the ability to inference something so loosely defined
and this will lead to biased choices made in the name of "science".”
Laypeople did not show these levels of concern for any of these
inferences.
4.6.4 A minority of participants raises concerns regarding the inference skin color. In the HR context, 23% of subjects from all samples
raised “ethical concerns” regarding the inference skin color. One
subject commented that skin color “should not be a criterion for job
applications. Furthermore, being of a certain skin color should be
a matter of self-description and not be determined by a computer
program”. Some participants also perceived the inference skin color
to be based on biased data or to lead to discrimination: “Users will
get predictions based on race and race-based stereotypes” or “if the
model is biased towards skin color, it may not encourage a fair AI
agent.” Some subjects highlighted that skin color can be inferred
but should not be done or used: “Color can be detected easily by
computer vision frameworks (though this inference imposes certain
ethical questions)” or “While it is possible to determine the skin
color of a person from a portrait [...], it is ethically incorrect to base
any decisions on skin color” or “Detecting skin colour should be
trivial for the software, so it is reasonable to expect that inference. It
is NOT reasonable that this information should be used to indicate
whether someone is suitable for the job.” These comments exemplify the diversity of normative evaluation of the inference skin
color. Although suggesting that AI can infer skin color, this inference – which some specifically relate to “race” or “ethnicity” – was
perceived as an impermissible inference by a considerable number
of subjects.
4.6.5 A minority of participants highlights that binary gender norms
are not appropriate and ethically questionable. Referring to the inference gender, some participants raised “ethical concerns” in the HR
context (AI-competent: 16.1%; laypeople: 11.5%). In both contexts,
9% of participants with AI competence believed that inferences on
gender are based on biased data: “The AI might learn to assign
gender identity based on a heavily biased training data which are
influenced by conventional gender identity norms hence making
fateful inferences in the real world. Such inferences are unreasonable”. Some subjects across all samples specifically highlighted that
“gender norms are not appropriate” anymore: “This used to be a
more ‘objective’ decision, however society has changed and persons
can decide by themselves their gender, without being guided by
their appearance. The most important part is, again, the inability
of an AI system to understand the consequences of deciding something like this”. Others commented that gender can be inferred
but is not appropriate: “this is very apparent and thus somewhat
alright, but then again, gender is a fluid concept”. Some participants
believed gender to be a social construct that is not binary as is often
presupposed by facial analysis AI.

5

KEY OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Overall, our study on the ethical perceptions of facial analysis AI
suggests that there are no “common sense” facial analysis inferences. In all samples, there are participants who raise concerns, in
particular, ethical concerns that inferences lack epistemic validity,
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should not matter or should not be used for the purpose of an application. In addition, we find that both AI-competent and laypeople
express a variety of normative concerns regarding AI facial inferences. At the same time, only a minority of participants concluded
that AI cannot, under any circumstance, make an inference from
faces.
Regarding the facial inference emotion expression, participants
note that a profile picture is only a snapshot and thus, “temporary
and short-lived”. Recently, emotion researchers have argued that
emotion expression is more context-dependent and variable than
commonly assumed. The emotional state of a person cannot be
readily inferred from a person’s facial expression [6]. Participants
in both samples raised similar concerns. For example, one participant stated that there “are numerous people that tend to hide their
emotions through pictures [...]”.
Our analysis of justifications clearly shows that participants
voice concerns regarding the classification of latent traits by facial
analysis. Participants pointed out that the inference of attributes
such as intelligence from facial information presupposed a highly
simplified definition of a multidimensional concept. Similarly, participants mentioned potential problems related to the subjectivity
associated with inferring attributes such as likability from faces.
We found that participants criticized the ethically problematic
application of a binary conceptualization of gender. This finding
aligns with recent critical data science research on computer vision.
Here, authors, too, point to the fact that sensitive categories, such
as gender and race, are often treated as “common sense categories”
in computer vision datasets [25, 70, 80, 85].
On the other hand, a justification theme among both laypeople
and people with AI competence pertains to the possibility of an AI
inference provided that the “data is correct”. This line of reasoning
resembles narratives behind facial analysis AI research and commercial tools that try to solve issues with predictive power at the
level of data rather than question their epistemic foundations. Some
of the AI-competent and laypeople used entrenched stereotypical
heuristics to evaluate AI facial inferences. While heuristics and
stereotypes may initially help humans navigate through complex
social interactions, research on the validity of human inferences
from faces demonstrates that faces are no “strong and reliable indicator of people’s underlying traits” [95, p.569].
Some specific differences between the two main samples could
be observed. Both laypeople samples applied more pragmatic justifications referring to the “(ir)relevance” of the visual data for a
decision-making procedure. For inferences on character and personality traits, more than half of laypeople (MT) described the data
as “insufficient” for the inference task. People with AI competence
mentioned themes related to “(ir)relevance” and “insufficiency” less
frequently than laypeople, but raised “ethical concerns” more frequently than laypeople.
The complexities behind participants’ justifications indicate a
“struggle” for the power over the creation and attribution of meaning
for visual data. Our study asks who can and should participate in
this discourse. AI experts currently have free rein over the meaning
that their datasets should be attributed with. However, politicians
are aware of the complexities behind the meaning of visual data
[e.g., 32] and we highlight again that more and more critics are
voicing ethical concerns [e.g., 25, 42, 51, 80, 85, 89]. One of our
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main concerns is that the inference of perceived traits or features,
e.g., “perceived trustworthiness” [e.g., 84] as opposed to “actual
trustworthiness” by an AI system ultimately contributes to society
remaining trapped in a cycle of stereotypes.
Taken together, we note that participants in all samples showed a
tendency to oppose facial AI inference-making. Participants’ evaluations underline many of the ethical complications of facial analysis
AI that have recently been raised by critical data scientists and other
scholars. Moreover, we see that people do not apply a consistent
and universal justification profile for each of the facial inferences.
Facial inferences are not simple constructs but overloaded with
epistemic and pragmatic intuitions that are likely influenced by
factors including cultural background.
We end by wondering how a justifiable ethical framework for
facial AI inference-making could look like. What “standards” would
a satisfactory justification fulfill? Given that we deal with visual
inferences, we believe that they should first achieve reasonable
epistemic validity and that this validity should be supported by
scientific agreement over the quality of the evidence. The question
then is what a reasonable level of scientific agreement should look
like. We have pointed out that while a large majority of researchers
underline the invalidity of first facial impressions, there is an ongoing stream of research publications that claim to present evidence
on the validity of first impressions.
Participants in our samples disagreed with inferences common
in human first impression-making (e.g., trustworthiness, likability etc.) by algorithmic systems. Indeed, one of the core findings
of this work is that neither individuals with AI competence nor
laypeople trust many of the inferences of facial analysis technology.
With legislative attempts seeking to ban certain facial processing
technologies, with a plethora of scholars pointing to the dangers
of an automated version of physiognomy, and the different sample
populations expressing their lack of trust toward such AI inferencemaking, we ask in what context and under what circumstances
such facial analysis AI can be justified at all. It appears that, more
often than not, there are better reasons not to develop and deploy
AI that analyzes human faces to draw a variety of inferences that
are then used for a particular decision-making context. Weaving
together the argumentation threads from our previous results [31],
critical remarks of data scientists and policy-makers, we take it that
there is a strong case to be made that such AI inference-making is
epistemically invalid, pragmatically of little use, and, overall, contributes and perpetuates stereotypes that stand in conflict with a
society’s welfare.

6

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION

Our samples were composed of comparatively young people with
AI competence that are not representative of all AI researchers. This
may have introduced a bias in terms of the participants’ understanding of and critiques on social constructs such as gender identities.
In addition, this study does not include voices from industry. Future
research should also survey corporate AI developers.
This research makes a methodological contribution by providing
an AI knowledge instrument as an alternative to self-reported AI
knowledge measures. We hope that the results from the application
of the AI knowledge test will act as a starting point for the utilization
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of a more objective and reliable measure of knowledge on AI. It
should be noted that given rapid advances in AI, the questions
contained in the AI quiz should be regularly updated.
Our sample included participants from the United States (laypeople sample) and Europe (AI-competent and validation laypeople
sample). We addressed the limitation of comparability of the two
main samples by creating a validation dataset that shows substantial similarity in terms of demographics with the AI-competent
sample. Given the international application of AI systems, diverse
study participants are vital. Hence, future studies should explore
whether cultural differences influence ethical concerns of facial
processing technologies such as facial analysis AI. If there are no
such cross-cultural differences then this could serve as evidence for
the existence of culturally-universal ethical perceptions of facial
inferences.
Whereas we evaluated the perception of AI inferences from
profile pictures, future research should also evaluate perceptions of
AI inferences from videos. Given that videos are used for a variety
of inference tasks [11], the perception of somewhat more accurate
results can be expected. However, it remains to be seen whether
video data will influence whether such traits should be inferred.

7

CONCLUSION

As the use of AI grows in popularity and as the impact of AI
inference-making on societies increases, so does the responsibility
of those who develop such AI systems. A special focus must be
placed on exploring the perspectives of a diverse group of people
both who are potentially driving the implementation of computer
vision and AI and those that are subjected to its inference-making.
This work provides insights into perceptions of AI inferencemaking by the general public compared to perceptions of individuals with high knowledge of AI. It suggests that, by and large, people
with AI competence and the general public share many perceptions
about AI inference-making and have distinct context- and taskdependent perceptual differences. Being aware of the perceptions
and judgments of people with AI competence, on the one side, and
users, on the other side, is essential to develop AI systems that are
based on democratic discourse, accepted by society, and sustainable.
Concluding this research, we summarize that the application
context does have an effect on how people perceive AI inferencemaking from faces. While differences in AI competence did not
have an effect on the inference ratings, specific differences were
observable for the ethical justifications. We found that both laypeople and people with AI knowledge showed more agreement with
AI inference-making in the low-stake AD context than in the highstake HR context. In both contexts, people with AI competence –
although only a small minority – raised ethical and discriminatory
concerns more frequently than laypeople. Laypeople made more
references to themes related to the (ir)relevance of the inference
for the context of application.
Having explored the question whether differences in AI knowledge account for changes in the perceptions of AI inference-making
across two contexts, this work extends research in the field of perceptions of algorithmic systems and contributes to the nascent
literature on AI experts’ perceptions on AI inference-making. The
results invite a deeper reflection on the similarities and differences

in the perceptions of AI among different people within the general
population. With this work, we aim to ultimately contribute to the
development of sustainable AI systems that are supported, not only
by their developers, but also by the general public.
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